UCOM Offline Dataset—An Urdu Handwritten Dataset Generation
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Abstract: A benchmark database for character recognition is an essential part for efficient and robust development. Unfortunately, there is no comprehensive handwritten dataset for Urdu language that would be used to compare the state of the art techniques in the field of optical character recognition. In this paper, we present a new and publically available dataset comprising 600 pages of handwritten Urdu text written in Nasta’liq style in conjunction with detailed ground truth for the evaluation of handwritten Urdu character recognition. This dataset contains text lines written in Nasta’liq style by limited individuals on A4 size paper. The acquired data on page was scanned and text lines were segmented. UCOM database covers all Urdu characters and ligatures with different variation in addition to Urdu numeric data. We have considered that ligature consists of up to five characters in this dataset. The UCOM dataset can be used for handwritten character recognition as well as writer identification. We proposed and evaluated the strength of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) on UCOM offline database sample text line.
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1. Introduction

Document image analysis is intended to interpret digital documents. Such documents can be a synthetic data or in scanned form. The optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a specialized technology which reads document images and translates them into searchable text. The OCR systems capable of recognizing characters and thereby words and sentences have been routinely developed and improved. Due to extensive research in the field of OCR since decade, there is utmost urge to generate standard and reliable dataset for evaluation of such techniques.

In the literature, several works have been done on the OCR systems for cursive [1, 2, 3, 9, 15, 21, 22, 23, 24] and non-cursive [4, 7, 8, 10] scripts. The dataset for cursive scripts (e.g., Arabic, Urdu, Jawi, Persian, Sindhi and Pashtu) are limited and not been thoroughly addressed in contrast to non-cursive script [4, 7, 17, 18, 19, 20]. The non-cursive script is easy to recognize as compare to cursive script due to its independent occurrences of letters. Mostly, researchers develop their own dataset for implementation and testing that is not available publically for comparison of the state of the arts techniques.

Essoukri et al. [6] developed an Arabic relational database for Arabic OCR systems named ARABASE for Arabic script and evaluated their two systems. One system evaluates the recognition accuracy of printed Arabic writing using the Generalized Hough Transform while the other system deals with handwritten Arabic script using planar hidden markov model. Al-Ma’adeed et al. [1] presented database for off-line Arabic handwriting (AHDB) and collected samples from 100 writers. CENPARMI database developed [2] that have the most popular words used in writing bank legal amounts. It consists of 3,000 handwritten cheque images. It consists of labelled 2,499 legal amount images, 29,498 sub-word images, and 15,754 digit images.

There are some struggle have been done for printed Urdu character recognition dataset [5, 22] and very limited work presented for handwritten isolated digits and letters, numeral strings, bank related words, special symbols, and dates [21]. Whereas up to our knowledge, no work has been done for the development of handwritten Urdu dataset having Urdu text in Nasta’liq font. Therefore, we proposed a standard cursive dataset for handwritten Urdu language that would be made available online freely for researchers as a benchmark dataset. Figure 1 shows Urdu handwritten sentence which contains Urdu words.

Figure 1. Urdu handwritten sentence.
This paper is organized in various sections. Section 2 summarizes different challenges that exist in Urdu language. These challenges envision research ideas especially in Urdu language. The detailed description about acquisition of dataset has been explained in section 3. The acquired data needs pre-processing which has been thoroughly discussed in section 4. The dataset labels have been discussed in section 5. The applicability of UCOM dataset has been explored in section 6. Section 7 represents different scenarios of possible applications. The conclusions have been depicted in section 8.

2. Challenges in Urdu Language

Urdu is a complete language with its own writing script, that is a mixture of Arabic and Persian script. Urdu script contains 58 characters and more than 10 commonly used font, i.e., Nasta’liq, Naskh, Noori Nasakh, Noori Nasta’liq, Kufi, etc. Nasta’liq is a special calligraphic way of writing and is the most popular fonts. Unlike Arabic, Nasta’liq is written diagonally from right-to-left and top-to-bottom.

An interesting fact about Urdu is that its number system is written from left to right. Thus, it has both the properties of left to right and right to left writing systems. It does not have a baseline rather the text is centre justified [13, 14]. It is context sensitive language and are written in the form of ligatures that may comprise a single or many different characters to form a word [11, 12]. Most of the characters have different shapes depending on their position in the ligature e.g. a letter may appear differently depending on its position as an isolated, middle, centre, or ending character. Whenever, non-joiner character appears at final position in a word or isolated form and it will always terminate the word as end character of word and maintain its full shape as shown in Figure 3. The joiner character occur at final, isolated, initial position or at middle position and it may completely change its shape at middle position and initial position as depicted in Figure 4. Thus, a character in Naskh has four basic shapes depending upon character position whereas in case of Nasta’liq, it is observed that these different shapes vary with both side neighbouring characters as well as position of that character in a ligature as shown in Figure 2-b.

Urdu also uses punctuation marks to separate sentences and leave white space between ligatures and words for separation. Furthermore, characters may overlap with each other and are very rich in diacritical marks; i.e., Urdu contains 22 diacritical marks and these additional diacritical marks associated with ligature represent short vowels or other sounds. Some diacritical marks are compulsory whereas some diacritical marks are optional and only added to help in pronunciation. Based on the above complexity analysis of Nasta’liq script, machine based recognition of Nasta’liq is much more complex as compare to Naskh writing style.

3. Database Generation

In order to perform evaluation and development of Urdu handwritten OCR, we present comprehensive handwritten Urdu dataset for Nasta’liq writing style. The dataset is publically available and can be obtained freely by sending email to corresponding author. The data was taken in red colour to ensure integrity of taken samples. The integrity of data refers to maintain its pixel value during noise removal. The noise is usually in black colour and it is easy to determine it if text has other than black colour. The dataset was acquired at COMSATS Institute of Information Technology (CIIT), Abbottabad, Pakistan. Each individual was trained before dataset gathering.
and are asked to write the provided text in natural way. The initial data was gathered from 100 native writers (both male and female). Each individual are asked to write 6 pages whereas each page contain 8 text lines. Same content pages are provided to each individual as represented in Figure 6.

Thus, each individual wrote 48 text lines. Table 1 shows the complete depiction of gathered data. We had given 6 blank pages to each individual with their identification and page numbers were mentioned. Moreover, to mitigate the processing and to correct slant and skew, we provide baselines to writer as shown in Figure 6. Each individual is asked to write the provided printed text. The UCOM dataset set is obtained with identification of each individual so that it can also be used for writer identification in addition to handwritten character recognition. After dataset collection, the text pages were scanned on a flatbed scanner with 300 dpi and tagged with the writer number. Furthermore, we performed skew correction and segmented the pages into the text lines. The dataset consist of 62,000 words written by 100 individuals with total of 6,400 lines. There are approximately 1240 words written by a single author and the total number of words written by all 100 authors is 62,000. There are 53,248 number of characters exist in UCOM dataset to date. There is a plan to increase number of authors to 300 later as a second phase of data collection with a bit different variations given to individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Text Lines Per Page</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline and noise removal Image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale and skew corrected image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segmented Textlines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In machine learning, ground truth provides standard to learn patterns in supervised mode. It is considered as backbone for supervised learning tasks. To evaluate the performance of recognition system, ground truth needs to be labelled correctly. The utf8 encoding of every non-Latin character has been declared. Like other non-Latin languages, Urdu also has its utf8 encoding characters regardless to its position. In reading Urdu, character positions are vital in determination of word for reader. As specified in Figure 4, suppose the character meem occurred at different positions. There is no need to declare different utf8 codes with respect to each position of meem. So, we have only one code of meem for its every position, graphically it may have different shapes but its utf8 code would be same. We labelled every character with its four possibilities of occurrences in Urdu word. The character appeared in isolation is labelled as meem_iso, at initial position as meem_i, at middle position meem_m and at final position as meem_f respectively in ground truth information file for each line.

4. Pre-Processing of UCOM Database

The pre-processing steps applied on UCOM dataset includes removal of baseline and noise, grey scale conversion and skew correction, and text lines segmentation as shown in Figure 6.

4.1. Removal of Baseline and Noise

After taking data from different individuals, the text page was scanned. Noise may occur during the scanning process and need to be removed. Since, the
text is in red colour, therefore all the other colours considered as noise, are removed. So, we have only our text lines image. There is built-in noise associated to scanned documents in GIMP. We removed baselines and noise by GNU Image manipulation program with respect to colour information. For suppression of noisy data, we also used median filter.

4.2. Greyscale Conversion and Skew Correction
As in Urdu, it is cumbersome to learn each shape of every character in presence of variations with respect to one character. Therefore, we are dealing with pixels values to accommodate different shapes information. The original image was converted into grey scale. The baselines provided on a page a help to an author to write in straight line. For skew correction, we used variance of horizontal projection method. In this method the image is project at different angles and calculates the variance of Horizontal projection. Horizontal projection is the sum of each row of the image. The horizontal projection of un-skewed image will likely have the maximum value.

4.3. Textline Segmentation
In our pre-processing step, the text lines were segmented by projection profile in horizontal direction. The detail for different methods for Arabic text segmentation has been presented in [16]. The steps of text line segmentation are given below.

1. The Greyscale image G i is converted to Binary Image (Bi).
2. Horizontal projection Hp i of Bi is calculated, which is the sum of each row.
3. Hp i is scanned if a non-zero number is found that position is marked as X (line upper row no) and then continue search for zero value if a zero value is found that position is marked as Y (line lower row no). Here, X and Y indicate the text line positions.
4. The text line positioned at X and Y is cropped from Grayscale image Gi.
5. The steps 3 and 4 is repeated for the whole image.

5. Dataset Evaluation
The UCOM dataset set is obtained with identification of each individual so that it can also be used for writer identification in addition to handwritten character recognition. The acquired dataset is completely applicable on any type of classifier. We have used Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for dataset evaluation. As learned from literature [7, 10] the basic constraint of Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) is to map input into output vector without considering the previous computations at output unit while RNNs has flexibility of tracing back previous computations. In this way history also takes a part in computations at hidden layer. The internal state of the network is retained by looped connection that makes an influence at output level. The RNNs are meant to retain the previous sequence information [8]. Figure 6 shows complete depiction of proposed system.

The features of an image play a crucial role in text-line recognition. The image is segmented into candidate regions and features are extracted from each candidate region as marked in Figure 7. After pre-processing, we performed segmentation of text lines. The window size of 30×1 (x-height) traverses over the given text line image while maintaining the aspect ratio to get corresponding pixel values as feature values which is given to classifier for learning as shown in Figure 7. To test the applicability of UCOM handwritten dataset, we took 50 text line images as train dataset and 20 text-lines as test dataset. The error was calculated by edit distance measurement and 0.04~0.06% error was reported on little subset of UCOM offline dataset to assess the applicability of proposed dataset with respect to given classifier. There is a plan to apply Recurrent Neural Network classifier on extended version of UCOM dataset. The produced results are motivated enough that encourages in conducting detail experiment of given dataset.

Figure 7. Normalized to x-height 30×1 window size in red colour.

Figure 8. Proposed recognition system.
6. Usage Recommendations

The UCOM offline Urdu dataset is a combination of all characters that appears at isolated, initial, middle or final position. The UCOM dataset set is stored with identification number of each individual. Initially, 100 writers are involved in preparation of UCOM offline database. The obtained text pages are segmented into text lines and tagged with respect to individual identity. The researcher will be able to access the tagged line as well as tagged pages and raw dataset. The dataset is publically available and can be obtained freely by sending email to corresponding author. Depending upon the use of database, we recommend partitioning the database into train set, validation set and test set.

Based on UCOM offline dataset, there are some typical scenarios where document analysis tasks can be performed. Our recommendations are mentioned as follows.

7. Research Scenarios

Based on UCOM offline dataset there are some typical scenarios where document analysis tasks can be performed. Our recommendations are mentioned as follows.

- The UCOM offline handwritten database will be used for construction of ligatures/sub words’ database by using applying different techniques to segment lines into words and words into ligatures/sub words.
- Another variation of UCOM dataset usage is to take geometrical information of every character and maintain the information in separate table against every character. The captured information in this way can be trained and used for character recognition.
- To determine ligatures from Urdu words is another research area which can be performed using UCOM database.
- The dataset is stored and tagged with identification of user, thus can be used to perform writer identification on data sample. For, user identification can be performed dataset of 600 pages form 100 individual.
- To evaluate the potential of state of the art techniques on cursive scripts like Urdu, the proposed dataset can be used.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we developed a new dataset for Urdu language written in Nasta’liq writing style. Being a cursive nature, Urdu has no standard dataset available publicly. The basic motive of preparing UCOM offline database is to compile Urdu text and make it available to research community free of cost. In order to evaluate the UCOM dataset, we took 50 text line images as train dataset and 20 text-lines as test dataset. The 0.04–0.06% error was reported on subset of UCOM offline dataset. It is planned to extend this database up to 300 writers. Currently, UCOM database covers almost all characters with different variations in addition to Urdu numeric data. At first phase, data was gathered from 100 individuals. As the dataset is tagged with user identity, thus it can also be used for writer identification. Other future task includes writer identification, apply different feature extraction approaches, and apply different classifiers to recognize the text and word recognition with the help of dictionary and language modelling.
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